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Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) allows users to remotely access their desktop, applications and data in the LAN from any other host PC. A remote
user or application is established as an RDP client, which sends all its graphical objects to the server. The server then renders all these objects on the
client PC, so that they can be seen and used normally. At the same time, the server also receives user commands from the client and sends them to the
server. This allows the user to browse the server's resources as if he was actually using them from his local PC. RDP is a client/server protocol, so it is
implemented on the client, on the server and on the network. RDP provides a range of features that is offered by more advanced desktop sharing
systems. For example, if there is sufficient network bandwidth available, RDP can also provide multiple graphics modes, including raw
(uncompressed) graphics, a special mode for PowerPoint presentations, and so on. RDP features a range of authentication and security options. One
of them is password protection. Furthermore, RDP can protect application resources, such as user desktop files, shortcuts or configuration settings. As
a result, RDP is widely used as a replacement for the VNC (Virtual Network Computing) protocol. VNC is an older tool that is very similar in many
ways to RDP. In fact, the same term was used for both tools from the very beginning, but the RDP acronym appeared in the beginning of the 1990s.
RDPPortChanger is a lightweight and portable software application that enables users to easily change the Remote Desktop Protocol port number and
add it to the Windows firewall. It comes packed with just a few settings that can be quickly figured out. As installation is not a prerequisite, you can
drop the executable file to any location in the hard disk and just click it to run. There is also the possibility of saving RDPPortChanger to a USB flash
disk or similar storage unit, in order to run it on any computer with minimum effort and no previous installers. What's more, the Windows registry
does not get updated with new entries, and files are not left behind on the hard drive after removing the utility, leaving it clean. The interface is made
from a regular window with a plain and simple layout, where all you have to do is specify the port number and set RDPPortChanger to automatically
restart the computer to apply the new changes.

RDPPortChanger PC/Windows

Wondershare RDPPortChanger Cracked Accounts allows you to easily and effectively change your Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) port number on
Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2. By default, the port number for RDP connections in the Firewall is restricted to values between
3389 and 4499. RDPPortChanger helps you change the port number easily to another, different value. This change is permanent and applies
immediately. The following settings can be customized: - Port number. - Your name to display in the dialog window. - The transparency of the dialog
window. - Your local IP address. - Hide the firewall dialog. - Restrict RDP connections by domain name. RDPPortChanger Features: - Change the
default port number for RDP connections to: 3389-4499 - Hide the dialog window until the connection succeeds - Change the port number for a
domain to a different value or a value within this range - Allow connections to a specific range of IP addresses - Restrictions can be applied to a
specific domain name or to an IP address - Hide the dialog window until the connection succeeds - The port number can be changed to any port
number within this range - No installation required (The executable file is self-contained) - Works on Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server
2008 R2 How to use: Once you have loaded the executable file, a dialog window will open showing the port number for RDP connections on the
firewall. Either enter a new port number or modify one within the scope of the firewall to automatically restart the system. Please note that the port
number change is not temporary. You cannot revert the changes later. Please see detailed instructions for how to use the program Requirements: -
Minimum of Windows XP or Windows Vista. - Minimum 512 MB of RAM. - 2 GB of free disk space. - Minimum 1 MB of free disk space for
temporary files. Note: The connection port is changed on the hardware level so this change will apply immediately. You cannot wait for the computer
to restart. System Requirements: - Windows XP and Windows Vista compatible. - Changes are applied immediately. - Cannot be reverted back How
to change a port number: 1. Click on the desired port number to open the dialog window. 2. Enter the new port number that you want to use. 3. Click
on the Set button to save the port number change. 6a5afdab4c
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RDPPortChanger is a lightweight and portable software application that enables users to easily change the Remote Desktop Protocol port number and
add it to the Windows firewall. It comes packed with just a few settings that can be quickly figured out. As installation is not a prerequisite, you can
drop the executable file to any location in the hard disk and just click it to run. There is also the possibility of saving RDPPortChanger to a USB flash
disk or similar storage unit, in order to run it on any computer with minimum effort and no previous installers. What's more, the Windows registry
does not get updated with new entries, and files are not left behind on the hard drive after removing the utility, leaving it clean. The interface is made
from a regular window with a plain and simple layout, where all you have to do is specify the port number and set RDPPortChanger to automatically
restart the computer to apply the new changes. In addition, you can allow remote desktop connections. Modifications are applicable by clicking a
button. There are no other notable options provided by this tool. The straightforward piece of software runs on a very low amount of CPU and RAM.
It is very responsive to commands and works fine, without causing the OS to hang, crash or pop up error dialogs. We have not come across any issues.
All in all, RDPPortChanger serves its purpose. Thanks to its intuitive layout and overall simplicity, it can be handled by anyone. SGSiteGen Pro 3.2.5
SGSiteGen Pro is a tool that generates XML Sitemap file automatically. It can insert sitemap page into website. It supports 68 languages and it
generates 2 types of sitemap: "Static" and "Dynamic". SGSiteGenPro 3.2.5 SGSiteGenPro is a tool that generates XML Sitemap file automatically. It
can insert sitemap page into website. It supports 68 languages and it generates 2 types of sitemap: "Static" and "Dynamic". SGSitePro 3.2.5 SGSitePro
is a free web site generator for creating free SEO friendly websites in 3 easy steps. It has a clean and user friendly interface that will help users to
create websites within a few minutes. Users can easily manage and update their websites using its control panel. SGSitePro 3.2.5 SGSitePro is a free
web site generator

What's New in the RDPPortChanger?

RDPPortChanger makes it possible for you to change RDP port number easily with no code necessary. The software is a simple and easy to use tool
that allows you to configure Windows Firewall to allow Remote Desktop connections. You will be able to RDP to your Windows machines using any
RDP client to connect to server at any address that is allowed by your Windows Firewall. Specify the RDP port number in the config file and click the
button to perform the operation. An interval of one minute by default means that after the RDP port changes, you will have to restart your computer
to apply the new settings. Furthermore, the software supports all editions of Windows since Windows 8 and since Windows 2012, for example
Windows 8.1, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP and Windows Server 2003, so the program is also compatible with earlier versions of
Windows. Since RDPPortChanger is simply an application, you can easily run it on any computer. In addition, the utility does not leave any files
behind after uninstalling it. It simply removes its registry and shortcut entries, and cleanup the program folder and history files. So, you can easily
install it to another computer without any issues. It can be downloaded for free and works great on all Windows computers and without any
limitations. The interface is easy to understand. User Ratings4.4 Remote desktops in secure mode! For the first time, you can use a remote desktop on
Windows XP and Vista to run a secure program with the full Windows environment and all its components. In contrast, most remote desktop
providers support only a limited RDP environment which cannot be changed by the user. The secure RDP environment offered by Screet Remote
Desktop Server is so much more complete than the normal RDP environment. Screet Remote Desktop Server was very easy to configure and intuitive
to use. You can use the software to connect to a Microsoft Terminal Server and to start a Windows XP or Vista virtual machine securely over the
network. There is also the possibility of enabling a session recording application in the virtual machine, so you can receive a video stream from your
virtual machine and therefore allow for a full screen presentation. The software can be used by everyone for free and offers the ability to access
Windows and Windows Server operating systems securely for a limited time. Furthermore, Screet Remote Desktop Server contains a built-in Java
applet. Setting up an online VNC server is a very simple process
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System Requirements For RDPPortChanger:

Recommended: Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows 8, Windows 8.1 (64-bit) Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows 8, Windows 8.1 (64-bit)
Processor: Intel i5-3210M, Intel i3-2100, AMD Athlon X2 5850, AMD FX-9590 Intel i5-3210M, Intel i3-2100, AMD Athlon X2 5850, AMD
FX-9590 Memory: 8GB RAM 8
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